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June 16, 1992
-

U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commissica
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2 -
DOCKET NOS.--50-327 AND 50-328 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSES DPR-77 AND
DPR-79.- LICENSEE. EVENT REPORT (LER) 50-327/92007, REVISION 1

The enclosed revised LER, involving the inoperability of the Unit 1 and
3Unit 2 ice condenser lower inlet doors as a result of wear slab upward

movement, provides the results of the evaluation of the condition on
Unit 2. | Additional indicated changes reflect updated status of
corrective actions. This event was originally reported on
April 15, 1992, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as a
condition prohibited by technical specifications and g

10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) as a condition that wr.s outside the design -

basis of-.the plant. ---

The changes from TVA's original report are designated by vertical bars in
the right hand margins.

Sincerely,

SA
. /. L. Wilson

Enclosure
cc: See page 2

9206250136 920616
PDR ADOCK 05000327 s
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page.2
June 16, 1992

,

cc (Enclosure):
INPO Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500
Atlar.ta, Georgia 30339

- Mr. P. E. LaBarge, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockv111o. Maryland 20852

NRC Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379

Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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-(6-89) Empires 4/30/92
LICutSEE EVtNT REPORT (tER)

FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUMBER (2) | . PAQL(3L
_Stannh.h]earlJao1Jnit i 191510101alL12JLl110IllL1
TITLE (4)
Inoperable lle_CandensH_Egwer Inlet D00tLBEeu1LRLUPward_lievern_LDLiht_Elnar

uCLENLDAL151_j __lERJVtLBILifi !JEEORLRAILil)J Q1HfLEA(j(UILLINyQLVEL(R)
| | | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES | DOCKET NUMBER ($)

MONTHLPAtl1EAttrEA5L LLEMDER I _j_NVMBERJMQNInLRALj MLL$ ewonk.Jn LL L___J 0] El 3301013J 2] L
| | | LI l_J l | | | 1

01dL11AL.9J 21aLzLLLlJLLLLJ__0J_LLollllllL9Lat 101510J010LLL
0*ERATING | |THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR %:

HDDE | klCheILone_3 r_mett _QLih tJ 0110MirS 1111]
_ _19J_ 11_L|20.402(b) L_|20.405(c) L|50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_|73.71(b)
POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(i) L|50.36(c)(1) |_j50.73(a)(2)(v) |_|73.71(c)
LEVEL | LJ20.405(a)(1)(ii) L_| 50.36(c )( 2) L|50.73(a)(2)(vii) L |0THER (Specify in

._ 110) 11 lL10J__j20.405(a)(1)(iii) In|50.73(a)(2)(li L|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) | Abstract below and in
|_j20.405(a)(1)(iv) |M]50.73(a)(2)(ii) | J50.73(a)(2)(vi_ii)(B) | Text, NRC form 3b6A)

. __ _LJ20aoua1(1)Lvt_.LJ 50 J2(a u z l11Li L1_150J31a liziirl L_
LIEDISILCDUIACLEQL1H15lfL112.)

NAME L__ TELEPMQf{(JVMEER

|AREACODE|
.L _W_, Proffitt. Comgliance Licenjinc l6_|1 |J_l1] 4 I 3 L _LLLLLS LL

COMELLIE_DRLLlfLERLEACILCQME0HfNT fA[LUBLDES AlEED_lfLI1111EEEQRL113)
| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |

CAU1Ll1Y_$1EMl_CDMfDNENT |tSt!UEACIVRERL10ERDLL ICAQ$Ej$YSIEM}lQt1EONENL[[MNVfACIUREEL10JLP.RDS |

1 | | | 1 |. I i | 1 1

1 I t I ! I I l_LJ l L 1 ! ! ! LJ._l i I !l l I

| | 1 I I I I I I I I

1 1 _L_L1 I I ! ! I I | | _LLJ l J__LL i l i ! |

$QPELIMENIALRLP9RLEKEICIfD (141 | EXPECTED |tGlitiLDALl30AR_
|_ | SUBMISSION | | |

___JJESJ1LnusepJsteJxEECTED SuBrt11n0Ln1EL_LLLN0_ - I RAtto1LLJ_LLJ !
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces. i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

This LER was revised to include the results of the evaluation of the identified
condition on Unit 2. On March 16, 1992, with Unit 2 shut down, it was identified that
several of the ice condenser inlet doors on Unit 2 were found to be inhibited from
opening. Following an inspection, it was_ <tetermined - that the floor wear slab had moved
upward, causing interference with and binding of the doors. In evaluating the mechanism
and extent of condition, a decision was made to inspect Unit 1, which was operating near
100 percent power. On March 18, 1992, at approximately 2100 Eastern standard-
time (EST), the Unit 1 inspection was completed. Eleven doors showed evidence of
binding and would have required an opening force in excess of technical specification
limits. As a result, Unit 1 was shut down at 0234 EST on March 19, 1992. The failure
mechanism was determined to be floor uplifting caused from ice expansion within the
floor assembly resulting from water intrusion. The immediate actions taken to address

; the binding of the Units 1 and 2 ice condenser doors included eliminating the
interference with the doors, inspections and evaluation of structural and operational
acceptability, and implementation of an at-power floor monitoring program.
Effectiveness of the corrective actions will be evaluated.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET N'JMBER (2) j LEILNLLHDIR (6) .I l PA0fd3)_

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 | }XfAR| | NUhELR_j_j_lMIEER_j | | | |

I tl 5101al 01 U 2J u d u --1110J2J-L U_L LOL 2 l0ILLLL
TEXT (If more space is required, use adaltional NRC form 366A's) (17)

1. PLANT CONDITIONS

Unit I was operating at approximately 100 percent reactor thermal power and Unit 2
was in a refueling outage in Mode 5

II. DEECRIPTION OF EVENTS

A. On March 16, 1992, Technical Support and Systems (TSS) personnel were informed
by the ice condenser maintenance crews that several of the Unit 2 ice condenser
(ElIS Code BC) lower inlet doors were inhibited from opening. TSS personnel
performed a walkdown of the ice condenser doors and confirmed that the doors
would not move as freely as required. TSS then initiated a problem evaluation
report. The TSS personnel initially believed that the insulation beneath the
doors had absorbed water, frozen, and expanded up underneath the doors, thus
" jamming" the doors. On March 17, 1992, a team of TSS and Nuclear Engineering
(NE) personnel inspected the Unit 2 ice condenser doors. During the
inspection, ice condenser maintenance personnel informed them that they had
seen cracks in the floor slab. The team inspected the floor slab in detail and
identified the cracks in the floor and concluded that the floor slab had moved
upward in various locations resulting in interference between the sheetmetal
flashing and the base of the doors (see attached Figure 1).

At 1030 Eastern standard time (EST) on March 17, 1992, Operations was notified
of the Unit 2 door binding condition. Based on the conditions in Unit 2, the
decision was made to inspect the Unit 1 ice condenser doors following
prep 1 ..ning for the at-power containment entry inside the polar crane wall. On
March 18, 1992, at approximately 2100 EST, two teams consisting of engineers
from TSS and NE inspected the Unit 1 doors. This inspection revealed that
eleven of the doors could not be opened without difficulty and thus would not
have passed the technical specification (TS) maximum pull force requirement.
Although to a lesser degree than for Unit 2, wear slab movement and cracks were
observed. TS Limitlng Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.6.5.3 was entered at
2048 EST, and at 0247 EST on March 19, 1992, hot standby of Unit I was obtained.

B. _Lnoparahlcltruc.txtes4_COMpDRCRtS4_AE_SXS10mE_that Contributad._lo_theJv_ent

None.

C. Dat tLand_ Approximate _ lime _._oLMaj o r_Q crur tencia

1. March 15, 1992 The Maintenance foreman identified binding of a number
of Unit 2 ice condenser doors.

2. March 16, 1992 Maintenance notified the system engineer that some ice
condenser doors on Unit 2 were inhibited.

I

|
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3. March 16, 1992 TSS system engineer perforrad a walkdown of the Unit 2
ice condenser.

4. March 17, 1992 The system engineer and NE personnel performed a visual
inspection of the Unit 2 ice condenser.

5. March 17, 199:e Operations was notified of the door binding condition on j
at 1030 EST Unit 2.

6. March 17, 1992 Operations notifled NRC, in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(i), that 27 of 48 ice condenser
doors on Unit 2 were inoperable.,

|

7. March 18, 1992 Plant personnel performed an inspection of Unit 1 ice |
at 2030 EST condenser doors.

8. March 18, 1992 Operations was notified of inspection findings and
at 2048 EST LCO 3.6.5.3 was entered.

9. March 18, 1992 Operations notified NRC, in accordance with
at 2143 EST 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(li), that 11 ice condenser doors

affecting seven bays were binding.

10. March 18, 1992 Personnel bepn an orderly shutdown. Notification of
at 2210 EST an unusual event was declared on Unit 1.

11. March 18, 1992 Operations notified NRC, in accordance with
at 2249 EST 10 CFR 50.72(a)(1)(i), that a notice of unusual event

was declared on Unit 1 and 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(i)(A)
that Unit 1 was being shut down.

12. March 19, 1992 Unit 1 entered Mode 3.
at 0247 EST

13. March 19, 1992 A temporary modification was performed on Unit 1 to
remove the interference with the bottom of the doors to
restore operability of the doors.

14. May 5, 1992 A modification was completed on Unit 2 to remove the
interference with the bottom of the doors to restore
operability of the doors.

Also, the voids and separation in the Unit 2 floor
drains were corrected.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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D. Other_Syntems_o r_Saconda ry_Jma ctions3flect ed

None.

E. tielhad_of . Dis _cnrery

The ice condenser door binding was identified by the ice condenser maintenance
crew foreman preparing for the Unit 2 ice condenser outage activities.

F. Dgeraigr_Acliona

Upon notification of the inoperability of the Unit 2 ice condenser doors.
Operations notified NRC of_the identified condition. After notification of the
inoperability of the Unit 1 ice condenser doors, an orderly shutdown of the
unit was conducted, a notification of unusual event declared, and NRC was
appropriately notified.

G. Safnty_ System _ Response

Not applicable - no safety system responses were required.

III. CAUSE OF EVENT

A. ImediaitLCaus.e

The immediate cause of the wear slab degradation was water intrusion, freezing,
and expansion within the floor assembly. (See Figure 2 for depiction of floor
assembly.)

|

B. Root Cause

The root cause of this condition was determined to be the failure to install
sealant material in some of the wear slab joints during initial construction,
thereby providing paths for water intrusion to the floor assembly.

C. Contrikuling_Easinta

Maintenance defrosting and cleaning activities allowed water to accumulate on
the floor, thereby providing a source of water.

Also, the design of the floor assembly allowed the 1/4-inch plate located
i beneath the wear slab to be installed on hardened grout, allowing voids to form
I beneath the plate.

|
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IV. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The ability of the ice condenser to adequately perform its intended safety function
is dependent on the reliability of the lower ice doors to open as intended. The
ptak containment pressure analyses assume that these doors open simultaneously
under a dif ferential pressure of approximately me pound per square f oot (psf). In

addition, the efficient performance of the ice condenser is also dependent on the
even distribution of flow directed to the ice bed via the virtually simultaneous
opening of the 24 ice bay doors during any of the postulated high energy line break
design basis events inside containment.

UniL1

Inspection of the SQN Unit 1 lower ice bed doors revealed that 11 of 48 of the
doors were binding. The doors that experienced binding were able to be opened by
an average-size man exerting a moderate amount of force on the door.

The primary containment design pressure is based upon the peak calculated
containment pressure during a double ended pump suction loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). For the LOCA analysis, the peak containment pressure occurs following ice
bed meltout, and the time of meltout is dependent on the time of actuation of the
lower ice doors. Based on the qualitative nature of the data concerning the
opening force, TVA has analyzed the containment, assuming lower ice door opening
pressures of 3, 4, 5, and 20 psf for the doors experiencing binding. A pressure of
20 psf is equivalent to approximately 270 pound point force. These analyses showed
that the door opening time was unaffected by these assumed increases in the force
required to make the 11 doors open.

Subcompartment pressure analyses are also affected by the opening times of the
lower ice doors. Delayed opening of the ice doors has the effect of changing the
magnitude and frequency of the impulse pressures exerted on the aforementioned
structures. An evaluation of the effect of increased lower ice door opening
pressure showed that the existing subcompartment pressure analyses results are
unaffected.

The primary containment peak environmental temperature, which is controlled by
steam line break scenarios, was also evaluated. Degradation of the lower ice
doors' opening time could affect this analysis by reducing or delaying the amount
of ice melt water exiting the ice compartment drains. This water is depended upon
to act as a quasi-spray after exiting the ice condenser drain lines near the
ceiling of the lower compartment in order to limit the lower compartment
temperatures to acceptable levels. The evaluation determined that the peak
environmental temperature was not affected.

|

|
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___ . 1015lM010]LldLl2JZ J--LD_1 0 111_-L01 1 1 (LL610EUll
TEAT (if more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

The binding of eleven lower ice doors in the SQN Unit 1 ice condenser does not
affect the peak celeulated caatainment pressure or the peak containment
environmental ten.perature, nor ooes this binding af f ect the subcompartment pressure
analyses inside containment.

UniL2

It was dete.rmined that of the 27 inlet doors impacted by the upward movement of the
wear slab, only six were bound to the extent that they may not have opened during
all accident conditions. These six doors were conservatively modeled as being
closed for all evaluations. The remaining doors requiring a force that exceeded
the techr.ical specification limit for reaching the full open position were modeled

(. to open at the maximum opening force of 80 pounds. Using conservative assumptions
and analytical methodology, TVA determined that in the event of accident conditions
with the as-found ice condenser inlet door confl urations, there would have been noC

increase in the peak containment temperature or long-term pressures previously
reported in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) accident analysis.
There would have been an increase in the subcompartment (short-term) pressures over
those calculated by Westinghouse Electric Corporation and provided in the UFSAR.
To determine the impact of these increases in subcompartment pressures, the
containment shell and the critical structures that would be impacted by
subcompartment pressure increases were reviewed. The resulting short-term
pressures would still have remained within the design pressures used by TVA to
evaluate the containment shell and internal structures and significantly below
pressures associated with failure of containment and the internal structures.

Based on the above evaluations, it was concluded that the condition of the ice
condenser doors did not affect the ability of the ice condensers to perform their
intended function; therefore, there was no danger to the health and safety of plant
personnel or the public.

V. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

InneIliAtr_corren. ive_ardions_lo t_lhtiL1A. t

1. As a result of the condition identified, an inspection of the Unit 1 doors
was performed.

2. An orderly shutdown of Unit I was initiated.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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3. A temporary modification was performed to remove the lower "L-shaped" l

sheetmetal flashing and gasket mounted on the wear slab and connected to
the flashing piece that forms the jam for the lower inlet doors (see i

Figure 1). This removed the interference with the bottom of the doors and j

provided physical margin for wear slab growth vithout interference with
the doors.

4. Following removal of the flashing and gasket. a pull-force surveillance
test was successfully performed for each of the Unit 1 lower inlet doors,
verifying TS operability.

5. A second temporary modification was implemented to replace the insulation
( bags installed under the flashing with a double layer of Armaflex rubber

( insulation. This provided improved sealing of air-leakage paths and
ensured retention under accident conditions (see Figure 1).

6. Detailed walkdowns and inspections were performed to identify and assess
impacts on interfacing components and to establish the baseline
configuration for future monitoring.

7. The turning vanes were inspected to assess if the floor had displaced to
the point if contact with the vanes, if the bolting was deformed, and if
the wear slab, in contact with the vanes, was cracked.

Visual observations, review of configuration, and operating history were
performed for the glycol floor piping to identify any evidence of damage
and operational impacts. No evidence of glycol piping damage was
identifled through conducted inspections and a review of ice condenset or
glycol temperatures,,

i

9. The 12-inch floor drains were inspected for deformation, and sealing
joints were inspected for damage and consistency with the as-designed
configuration.

10. A localized boroscope was utilized to verify the absence of indications of
excessive corrosion on the steel containment vessel in the vicinity of
affected ice condenser components.

11. A boroscope was similarly utilized to inspect selected exposed, interior
floor assembly passages of the floor drain for assessment of ice formation
extent r f location.

I
I

j 12. A detailed elevation survey and crack mapping of the wear slab were

| performed to document the present configuration.

_._
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13. A structural slab inspect!on and evaluation were performed.

14. A 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation utilizing bounding evaluations was
performed for Unit 1 that verified the structural integrity of components
necessary to ensure functional capability of the ic condenser system end
acceptability of the existing configurnt lon relatis to ice condenser
operability.

15. A periodic monitoring plan has been established that will consist of
at-power monitoring of floor movement. The monitoring instruction

'

provides criteria for assessing inlet door operability impacts and,

conducting further engineering assessment to ensure the continued validity
of the operability evaluation.

B. Ac11onadaken_ lor _llrtiL2

1. The immediate corrective actions taken on Unit 1 were similarly performed
on Unit 2.

2. A full structural and performance evaluation was performed for Unit 2
similar to that performed for Unit 1 and received the same level of
reviews for acceptability. This was completed before Unit 2 restart
(Mode 4) f rom the Cycle 5 refueling outage.

3. To restore operability of the Unit 2 inlet doors, a modification was
implemented before Mode 4 to remove door interference and allow for
vertical movement.

4. Sealing of the wear slab interfaces, joints, and significant cracks in the
ice condenser bays was evaluated and determined that the sealant material
was not acceptable for this application and these conditions.

5. Voids and separation in the Unit 2 floor dreins were repaired as
appropriate before Mode 4.

6. On-line monitoring of Unit 2 is being performed as previously described
for Unit 1 to verify continued ice condenser operability and assess the
effectiveness of the described actions. Monitoring was established before
Mode 4.

C. AdditionaLAction_to_beJaken

An evaluation to determine the ef f ectiveness of the corrective actions will be
puformed during the Unit 2 Cycle 6 ref ueling outage to determine additional
corrective actions, if warranted.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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VI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. Failei fomponents

None.

B. h_evious_Similar_KY#ntI!
-

A review of previously reported events was conducted to determine if similar
past events had occurred and if so, why corrective actions had been
unsuccessful in preventing this event. Several events were identified that
alona included inadequate construction and/or inadequate design. However, no
events were identified that the construction and/or design deficiencies in
combination with maintenance or operational practices resulted in an event.
The review concluded that this event could not have been prevented as a result
of the corrective actions of previous events.

VII. COMMI'INENT
(Additional commitment beyond those identified in TVA's letter to NRC dated
March 27, 1992.)

An evaluation to determine the offcctiveness of the corrective actions will be
''

performed during the Unit 2 Cycle 6 refueling outage to determine additional
corrective actions if warranted.

(Revised commitments from those identified in TVA's letter to NRC dated
March 27, 1992.) s

1. TVA's commitment to restore operability of the Unit 2 inlet door by installing
a sheetmetal flashing configuration that will allow for vertical movement is
being changed to implement a modification to restore operability of the inlet
door with a configuration that will allow for vertical movement. The
modification was completed on May 5, 1992.

2. TVA also made a commitment to implement a modification to seal exposed wear
,

slab interf aces and joints at water intrusion paths and to seal wear slab
cracks as appropriate. TVA performed an evaluation of sealant materialo in
conjunction with evaluation of tne need to seal joints or etacks before Unit 2
start-up. An acceptable sealant ecterial for this upplication has not been
identified. 'IVA will continue to evaluate the feasibility of long-term floor
repair alternatives as part of the ef fectiveness of the corrective action
review.

iTRf To~ E 366(6-89)
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